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The Right Combination of

Good looks and Easy
Installation
Clipsal’s popular B-Style metal plate range
has been a mainstay of the electrical
accessories market for several decades.
Its solid metal construction has made it the
ideal choice for commercial environments,
while its stylish good looks and sleek lines
make it perfect for today’s modern homes
and ofﬁce suites.

As if it weren’t already superior to anything

One size ﬁts all

else on the market, the B-Style range has

Metal plates have become incredibly

recently undergone some design changes.

popular in recent years, but installing
some metal plates in existing homes

The new BSL range is also available
with a twin switched socket with extra
removable switch (BSL25XA) that
allows for integration of any 30 series
switch mech. This is particularly

The result? An even better looking product

often required messy wall re-trenching

and a simpliﬁed installation. Available in two

or speciﬁc brackets to ﬁt some

isolating switches are compulsory

products to the wall. Not anymore.

for electric cooktops.

styles (BSL for stainless steel and BBSL for

The introduction of the BSL25A (twin

brass), you can now unlock the ﬁnest metal

switched socket) means the most

plate range in the world for yourself.

popular BSL wall plate can now be
ﬁtted to most standard wall clips,
brackets and boxes without the need
for any special mounting brackets.

handy in kitchens where 35A

Both the BSL and BBSL range
now include ﬁve and six gang
pattern switchplates and all plates
measure a standard size of
130 x 85 x 1.2mm to ensure a
uniform look for all installations.

Nothing else

New Features

Beneﬁts

Twin switched socket
(BSL25A) ﬁts to most standard
wall clips, brackets or boxes.

Easier to install than
ever before.

Twin switched socket with
extra removable switch
(BSL25XA) allowing insertion
of any 30 series switch mech.

Increases ﬂexibility of
product. Perfect for kitchens
that require 35A isolating
switches for electric cooktops.

Switches now available in
5 and 6 gang on standard
pattern plate (as well as
existing 1 and 4 gang).

Ideal for areas where multiple
switches are required for
increased lighting zones.
No need for oversized
or extra switchplates to
be installed – ideal when
mounting space is limited.

1.2mm thickness.

Now even thinner (previously
1.6mm). Perfect for modern
homes and ofﬁces where low
proﬁle plates are desired.

Standard size of 130 x 85mm.

Ensures uniform look
throughout the range.

Double powerpoint
features centralised
switch positioning.

Ensures a modern,
streamlined appearance.
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Note: To order the BSL range in brass,catalogue number is preﬁxed with extra “B”. Eg. BSL25A is BBSL25A.
BSL & BBSL gridplates are available in White (WE), Black (BK) or Brown (BR). Eg BSL25A with white grid can
be ordered as BSL25A,WE.
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You can ﬁnd this brochure and many
others online in PDF format at:
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